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A huge thank you
to our sponsor,
Webselect, for
agreeing to let us
move to weekly
distribution for the
duration.

Countryside Code: A
Reminder

Lockdown Changes
Lockdown measures are starting to be eased. How
is everyday life changing?

With so many people now

taking their daily exercise in
the countryside, some for
the first time, it is perhaps
no surprise that the Town
Council has been contacted
by
farmers
expressing
concern about the actions of
some people. There have been reports of gates
being left open to fields that contain livestock;
safety signs being torn down; trees cut down
to start fires; and dogs running loose amongst
livestock. There were also distressing pictures
online over the weekend of new born lambs
killed by a speeding motorist on Dartmoor.
So this is probably a good time to
remind everyone of some of the key parts of
the countryside code:-

• Dogs must be kept under control on
farm land (and anywhere else really).
If there is livestock around the dog
needs to be on a lead.
• Always leave gates as you find them
(whether that is open or closed) unless
it is obvious they should be closed.
Remember that sometimes farmers
will leave gates between fields open so
that their livestock have access to
drinking water
• Do not start fires under any
circumstances and do not use
disposable barbecues. The ground is
tinder-dry at the moment so starting a
wildfire, albeit by accident, is a real
risk
• Leave no trace of your presence, other
than footprints. Take all rubbish home
with you.
• Follow the footpath signs and do not
stray off onto private land
• Given the current restrictions, you
must not camp out on private land – or
anywhere else.
• Above all, enjoy your access to the
countryside whilst respecting those
that live and work within it.

Can I meet friends and relatives?
From Monday 1st June, in England, you will be
able to meet in groups of up to six people from
different households outside—either in parks or
now also in private gardens—as long as you
remain 2m (6ft) apart.

Can I exercise more?
There is no longer any limit to the amount of time
you can spend outside doing exercise, or in "openair recreation" like sunbathing. From Monday 1st
June, people in England will be able to exercise
outside with up to five others from different
households. That means small groups of sport
teams can resume fitness sessions, but social
distancing must be maintained.

Should I go back to work?
People who can work from home in England
should continue to do so "for the foreseeable
future". But those who can't should travel to their
workplace if it is open—and walk, cycle or drive if
at all possible, to prevent overcrowding on public
transport. Those who do use buses or trains are
being told to expect social-distance queuing and to
wear face coverings. Workplaces should be made
safe for staff, with more cleaning, staggered shifts
and, for office workers, no hot-desking.

Useful websites
telephone numbers

and

Chudleigh Covid Task Force: 01626 853140
or email: clerk@chudleigh-tc.gov.uk

Medical Advice
Government Guidelines
Help and Support for businesses
Employees: Statutory Sick Pay
Employees: Short Timeworking
HMRC Coronavirus Helpline: 08000159559
HMRC Self-Assessment Payment Helpline:
03002003822
Helpful information can also be found on the
Devon County Council website by clicking
here.
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From the Editor
The

article on page 6 about taking care
when travelling really rang some bells for
me. Since the middle of March, I’ve been
going out first thing in the morning for my
daily walk. We’ve become used to empty
roads, and being able to cross at a
moment’s notice to avoid someone walking
towards us, without having to worry about
vehicles.
Last week, we made our first trip out
of Chudleigh, driving to Teignmouth for an
early morning walk on the beach. Normally
very cautious, we both walked right in front
of a moving car in the car park, and were
very grateful to the patient driver who
stopped and waited for us to get out of his
way without sounding his horn or getting
irritated.
Conversely, I saw a comment online
during the week from a keyworker who had
experienced abuse from a group of walkers

while driving down one of the lanes outside
town on her way to work.
And finally, in this week’s Virus
Verse, Jo Haws puts into words the
sentiments I’m sure many of us are
experiencing as things slowly start to return
to ‘normal’.
Let’s hope the ‘new normal’ is
softer, kinder and gentler than the old one.
***
As mentioned last week, I’m starting my
#30DaysWild challenge today. So far I’ve
downloaded my pack and had a look at
some of the options. I don’t think I will be
assembling my nature table, or colouring in
the poster. But I’m already searching for
new sightings to tick off on the checklist.
Watch this space.
***
Thank you, as always, for your feedback on
last week’s edition. It’s good to know you
appreciate what we’re doing. We’ve been

trying to keep up with all the messages on
Facebook and elsewhere, but if we’ve
missed you, please don’t be offended. Just
ring or email and we’ll get you in next week
(contact details at foot of this page).
If there’s someone you’d like to
thank for their support, then do get in
touch. If you know of someone who’s
celebrating a birthday, anniversary or
other special event, why not drop us a line
and we’ll publish a message to them on
your behalf. Or if your business needs a bit
of publicity, just ask. We’ve waived all fees
to commercial businesses for the duration.
The weekly version of Chudleigh
Phoenix isn’t as colourful as the monthly
one. But it does the trick; at least that’s
what you keep telling me.
Until next week, stay safe and
healthy.
Kate

The Continuing Need For Vigilance
Unfortunately, at times like this we are vulnerable not only to all

the risks out there normally, but also the unscrupulous folks who
take this situation as an opportunity to operate some wicked new
scams. Please continue to take care.
This week, a few words about the NHS Test and Trace
system coming into operation over the coming weeks. While it
may be a necessary part of the fight against Coronavirus, it is also
yet another opportunity for the scammers to exploit the system by
phoning, emailing, or texting people posing as NHS officials.
They may tell you that you’ve been in contact with
someone who has tested positive with Coronavirus in an attempt to
obtain your personal information and the contact details for your
family and friends.
They may also try to steal money from you by claiming
that you need to buy a COVID-19 testing kit from them. To book
in a Coronavirus test, you can do this by going to the official NHS
website (www.nhs.uk) or by calling 119. Anyone who contacts
you out of the blue and asks for payment in exchange for a testing
kit is a scammer.

NHW Co-ordinator
Cllr Chris Webb
can be contacted by email or by phone:
07968508451

Copy date Saturday 6th June for the next issue. Email us:
editors@chudleighphoenix.co.uk
or phone us: 854611. The editor reserves the right to edit copy for
considerations of space. Views expressed in CP are not necessarily
those of the editor.

Click here for details
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Chudleigh and Teignbridge Notices
Chudfridge Reopens

Chudfridge is open again as from

last Wednesday, 27th May!
Thanks to the willingness of all our
volunteer drivers and service
people, we are able to make
surplus food available for the
whole community. The supplying
supermarkets suggest there may be
more waste food than before
lockdown. And of course it's the
start of allotment season!
But
please,
everyone
respect social distancing rules, and
use your own masks and gloves if
you wish. There are extra cleaning
products for everyone to use. Let's
enjoy the benefits of re-distributing food waste at this challenging
time.
Take care, Mandy Cole
Chudfridge Co-ordinator

SEARCH

SEARCH Update

(Social and Environmental
Action ’Round Chudleigh) is holding its
AGM on Tuesday 16th June at 5.30pm
on Zoom. All interested contact
maryannemcfarlane@gmail.com.
SEARCH runs several projects
including Chudfridge (just reopened), Chudleigh Together
befriending scheme, Fairtrade Chudleigh, a community allotment,
climate emergency work through ACT and film screenings.
Readers, please note Plastic Free Newton Abbot invite
you to join their special #PlasticFreeCommunities virtual film
night! They are screening the #StoryOfPlastic with
@surfersagainstsewage and @BreakFreeFromPlastic on
Friday 5th June. See the extent of this alarming, man-made crisis,
and the heroes rising up against big plastic. Register a space by
clicking here.

I

Chudleigh and District U3A Update

think all of us who are retired,
furloughed, self isolating or for other
reasons spending much of our time
looking for those little jobs at home that Learn, Laugh and Live
have waited for so long to be done, are
glad to see the relaxing of the lockdown rules gradually
happening. Having said that, it is self evident that we must all
continue to exercise the utmost care in our daily lives.
Despite the absence of regular monthly meetings and the
Interest Group meetings, the Chudleigh and District U3A is still
very much alive and well. A number of the groups are meeting
electronically via Zoom, Facebook, WhatsApp, etc.
The Cookery Group have held a Zoom meeting learning
how to make savoury pasties; the Theatre Group, obviously
unable to actually visit the theatre, has shared information about
productions online. The Language groups continue to operate
thanks to the magic of Zoom and the Photography Group take a
monthly theme and share images on line. Several members of the
History Group have prepared short papers on various historical
topics and these have been circulated online. It is hoped that we
can start presenting these papers “live” via the medium of Zoom.

We all hope that it will not be too long before things return
to some semblance of normality and that we will be able to get
together with our friends and colleagues from U3A again although
I have a suspicion that it may be longer than many may expect.
Martin Farrant
Chudleigh and District U3A

The May issue of the Community and
Voluntary Services monthly Funding News is
available now. It is packed with opportunities
for grants and other funding options for
charities and community organisations. You
can download it from the Chudleigh Phoenix
website by clicking here. Teignbridge CVS
also posts funding opportunities daily on
Facebook and Twitter.
We have updated our website to include a
Covid – 19 specific area. This new area includes:
• Updates from the Government, Devon

County Council and Teignbridge District
Council
• Guidance for local groups in areas such as

DBS checking
• How you can use your charitable funds
• Safeguarding
• Setting up a Mutual Aid Group
• Guidance for Groups offering Food and more
•

Funding avaiable for Covid-19 activities
We will be updating this site regularly

We have a closed Facebook site for groups
working to support the Covid-19 emergency;
where you can ask questions of other providers,
suggest good practice and generally make contact.
To join the group please contact Holly.
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Devon and National Notices
play our part to ensure we don’t add any unnecessary burden on
the emergency services and NHS, and help to save lives. Devon
Devon County Council issued its latest
residents have looked after each other during lockdown and we
bulletin on Thursday 28th May. It covers:
need them to do so on our roads as well.”
the launch of the NHS Test and Trace
You can get information on cycling including cycle routes,
service; development of plans for local
maps, advice and free adult cycle training sessions by clicking
outbreak; advice for older people on staying active at home; free here.
webinars for businesses; social distancing advice for young
[Source article: Mid-Devon Advertiser online.]
people; partial reopening of schools; and how to take care when
travelling. You can access it by clicking here.

DCC Update

Business Growth Hub

Taking Care When Travelling

Consult our website; Email us;

Lockdown

restrictions are continuing to
ease and Devon County Council is urging
road users to take extra care on roads,
pavements and cycle routes as more people
start to travel.
With some schools taking more pupils from Monday 1st
June 1, and more shops looking to re-open by the middle of the
month, DCC is reminding people to look out for each other.
More children and parents will be making the journey to
and from school and more people may be cycling and walking to
work rather than using public transport. In trying to maintain a
social distance people could unexpectedly step into the road, so
motorists are asked to drive with the safety of children in mind at a
speed suitable for the conditions.
Automatic traffic counters on ten of Devon’s A-roads have
shown traffic flows are now around thirty-six per cent lower than
this time last year—while at the start of lockdown, traffic was
reduced by around sixty-nine per cent compared with levels in
2019.
Average speeds of traffic have also been high during
lockdown and motorists are being urged to slow down to protect
themselves and other road users.
DCC is backing Road Safety GB’s Take Extra Care
campaign. The advice from the county council is:

• Drivers need to give people walking and cycling even more
time and space. Please be patient and pass slowly and only
when it is safe to do so. The two-metre social distancing
guideline is a good one to use for drivers overtaking people
walking and cycling;
• Pedestrians and cyclists are asked to be considerate of each
other on shared spaces, allowing plenty of room (ideally
two metres) for each other when passing. Cyclists should
ride at a speed which is appropriate for conditions and ring
your bell or politely make pedestrians aware if you’re
approaching from behind;
• New or returning cyclists who have taken to two wheels
during lockdown may not be experienced at cycling in
traffic so please take extra care as the roads get busier.
Councillor Stuart Hughes, Devon County Council Cabinet
Member for Highway Management, said: “Traffic levels are
increasing again so there is more risk for all road users and more
hazards facing the increasing numbers of people walking and
cycling. Motorists need to stay alert and be aware that pedestrians
trying to maintain a social distance may step unexpectedly into the
road.
“Everybody is safer in our communities if we all give each
other space – that doesn’t just apply in supermarkets but also on
footpaths and cycle paths or on our local roads.
“By slowing down and giving each other space we can all

Give us a call: T: 03456 047 047

The latest

bulletin from the Heart of the South West Business
Growth Hub is available now. Full of information about business
support, including the various Covid-19 support schemes, it can be
accessed by clicking here.

NCVO

The National Council for Voluntary Organisations

issues regular bulletins full of information, advice
and funding news. You can register to receive these
bulletin by clicking here. You can read the latest
bulletin by clicking here.

Employer Support

HM Revenue and Customs issued a bulletin on

Tuesday 26th May with an update on the
Statutory Sick Pay Rebate Scheme. You can
access it by clicking here.
A further bulletin was issued on Friday
29th May with an updaye on the Job Retention
Scheme. You can access this by clicking here.
There are some webinars available on both schemes. You
can get details of these by clicking here.
You can get additional information on Covid-19 business
support on the Government website, by clicking here.

Boost For High Streets
The Reopening High Streets

Safely Fund will help councils
in England introduce a range
of safety measures in a move
to get people back to work
and customers back to the
shops. A new £50 million
fund for councils to support
their local high streets get
safely back to business was
announced on Sunday 24th May by High Streets Minister Simon
Clarke. Get all the details by clicking here.
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Chudleigh Businesses

It Makes You Think...

Home Orchard Residential Care Home

That’s Ok. Be Kind

As we start to open up...you do you, I'll do me. That's what the

UK's all about. None of us have the same circumstances
(medically; high risk child/ family member; or a business about to
go under, etc.) Let's all stay in our own lanes and keep the
judgement down as we begin to unlock. No one should feel
pressured either way. As the MPs are trying to figure out how to
ease us back into normal, please remember:

Dartmoor Home Care

• Some people don’t agree with the unlocking...that’s ok. Be
kind.
• Some people are still planning to stay home...that’s ok. Be
kind.
• Some are still scared of getting the virus and a second
wave happening...that’s ok. Be kind.
• Some are sighing with relief to go back to work knowing
they may not lose their business or their homes...that’s ok.
Be kind.
• Some are thankful they can finally have the surgery they
have had put off...that’s ok. Be kind.
• Some will be able to attend interviews after weeks without
a job...that’s ok. Be kind.
• Some will wear masks for weeks...that’s ok. Be kind.
• Some people will rush out to get their hair or nails
done...that’s ok. Be kind.
The point is, everyone has different viewpoints/feelings and
that’s ok. Be kind. We each have a different story. If you need
to stay home, stay home. But be kind. If you need to go out,
just respect others when in public and be kind! Don’t judge
fellow humans because you’re not in their story. We all are in
different mental states than we were months ago. So
remember, be kind.
Anonymous

I’m looking for a self employed carer to work alongside me two

days a week (Monday and Tuesday) and to help cover holidays.
Two and a half hours per day. Must have DBS, have use of a car
and be fully insured. Clients all based in Chudleigh area. Please
call Helen on 07805 337662 for more information or email:
dartmoorhomecare@hotmail.com.

Post Office
If you’re looking for a gift, or a treat to

cheer yourself up, the Post Office is a
great place to start.
And at the moment, there’s a
special offer on Dunoon Bone China
Mugs, with 20% off. But hurry, the offer
won’t last long!
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On A Lighter Note...
Carole’s Week

I’ve never been a runner, but I know

there are many in Chudleigh who are
keen because I used to see them
regularly. Of course I haven’t been in
a position to see them recently, but
I’m willing to bet they are still out
there, pounding the tarmac on their
various routes in & around town. I do
admire their dedication.
I don’t know many of them
personally but they did come to mind
while I was listening to a series of
short stories last week. A Run in the Park, (10.45am on R4,) has
ten episodes so I guess you could listen to the second half this
week [Or listen from the beginning on BBC Sounds. Ed]. It’s
about a group of strangers in Belfast who are training for a 5k
Parkrun. Some forge friendships, & a couple preparing for their
wedding each find, for different reasons, that their relationship is
getting a bit wobbly. Cathy is running to find a new life after a
health scare and Yana, a Syrian refugee is running to escape the
trauma of her past. They all learn more about themselves as they
push on to reach their goals. It’s a clever format for a series of
entertaining short stories.
It got me thinking how so much of life is luck, chance or
good fortune. Of course it starts with where you were born, who
your Mum & Dad were & what particular time in history. The
various characters in the stories have all had bad luck which has
altered their lives and they are hoping that running in a group &
with a purpose, will be a way of challenging that. However
fortunate we are now, I’m sure most of us can identify with some
aspects of these characters and remember a time when our luck
ran out & we had to fight back.
For instance, when any young couple meet & decide to
marry, however well-suited they seem, all their family & friends
know they will need at least a little luck to surmount the
difficulties that every couple faces.
I’m sure there are some of the Chudleigh runners who, like
Cathy in the Parkland stories are running for a healthier future &
know that they will also need a bit of luck to go with the hard
work.
And which of us could imagine that one day, like Yana, we
might lose everything & become a refugee, desperately hoping
that we would find the help we need?
So I’m always counting my blessings & trying to hold
back criticism, because you never know what struggles & pain
could lie hidden.
All my life I have been a big fan of radio—I don’t know
when exactly R4 took over from R1 but the BBC has been my
constant companion. Like many young mothers, I found life could
be lonely and after hours of baby-talk, I preferred the spoken word
to music. In this locked down life I still find the BBC can inform,
entertain & occasionally, surprise me every day, covering such a
wide variety of topics. I do spend happy hours finding all sorts of
brilliant stuff on Pinterest & YouTube, but I would find it very
difficult to live without my wireless.
Take care & stay safe.
Carole (Smart) x
P.S. I used to carry the radio in my gardening basket so that I
could listen to a play or discussion as I worked, but for these past
few months of lockdown, I’m content with my own company.
Now, what’s the psychology behind that?

This

Virus Verse

week’s poem comes from Jo Haws who penned these
thoughts after her early morning stint of dog walking.
Early this morning,
with smudge by my side
I noticed the bird song
had a unusual ring
And so it begins
As lockdown unwinds
What once was a free for all of us to enjoy
A daily bird musical, put on for our skies
Is already replaced, by the drone and the whine,
of the noise of the traffic, as it passes by

JoJo
26th May 2020

Thank You, From and To Chudleigh

The people of central Chudleigh gathered by their

gates, front doors and windows to mark the tenth
and final Clap for Carers as the Town Hall clock
showed 8pm. Trumpets were tooted, bells rung and,
yes, hands were clapped—and a passing car driver
sounded his horn in support. It was noisy, happy,
and sad; now let's keep remembering who is caring for the Covid
19 victims, and others endangered by it.
Georgina Ashworth

Would like to thank you for taking 2 minutes out of your lives to

stand outside to demonstrate your thanks/recognition of all the
keyworkers over the last 10 weeks and for the final week clapped
this evening.
Abbi Way

Jams, Chutneys and Plants for sale
Come to Waddon, on the hill.
Varieties of tomato plants
including hanging basket ones;
cucumber plants (outdoor);
courgette, butternut squash and
aubergine. Jam; marmalade;
chutney.
Plants £1 to £1.50 / Jam etc
£2.50. Money raised for Breast
Cancer Now, please leave
money in the honesty box.
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On A Lighter Note...
Prickly Hedge

In The Market This Saturday…

I think Jonathan has surpassed
himself with this large sign
(each letter is individually cut
out!) Sited as you approach this
hedgehog town....
Take care, Barbara Steele
chudleighpricklyhedge@gmail. com
Facebook: Chudleigh Prickly Hedge

This

beautiful super sized
early Privet Hawkmoth was
observed and photographed
by Rachel Houghton in
Chudleigh last month. Isn’t
nature just wonderful?

Spot

the Goldenrod crab
spider in the photo below: its
white body camouflaged
against the pale petals.
Colloquially known as the
“white death spider” this one
was seen near Chudleigh
Woods last week.

